Substrate kringle-mediated catalysis by the streptokinase-plasmin activator complex: critical contribution of kringle-4 revealed by the mutagenesis approaches.
Streptokinase (SK) is a protein co-factor with a potent capability for human plasminogen (HPG) activation. Our previous studies [1] have indicated a major role of long-range protein-protein contacts between the three domains (alpha, beta, and gamma) of SK and the multi-domain HPG substrate (K1-K5CD). To further explore this phenomenon, we prepared truncated derivatives of HPG with progressive removal of kringle domains, like K5CD, K4K5CD, K3-K5CD (K3K4K5CD), K2-K5CD (K2K3K4K5CD) and K1-K5CD (K1K2K3K4K5CD). While urokinase (uPA) cleaved the scissile peptide in the isolated catalytic domain (μPG) with nearly the same rate as with full-length HPG, SK-plasmin showed only 1-2% activity, revealing mutually distinct mechanisms of HPG catalysis between the eukaryotic and prokaryotic activators. Remarkably, with SK.HPN (plasmin), the 'addition' of both kringles 4 and 5 onto the catalytic domain showed catalytic rates comparable to full length HPG, thus identifying the dependency of the "long-range" enzyme-substrate interactions onto these two CD-proximal domains. Further, chimeric variants of K5CD were generated by swapping the kringle domains of HPG with those of uPA and TPA (tissue plasminogen activator), separately. Surprisingly, although native-like catalytic turnover rates were retained when either K1, K2 or K4 of HPG was substituted at the K5 position in K5CD, these were invariably lost once substituted with the evolutionarily more distant TPA- and uPA-derived kringles. The present results unveil a novel mechanism of SK.HPN action in which augmented catalysis occurs through enzyme-substrate interactions centered on regions in substrate HPG (kringles 4 and 5) that are spatially distant from the scissile peptide bond.